FORBIDDEN JOURNEY
rushed past us. I had the impression that we were driving
recklessly. And the sense of superiority it gives one to be in
the only carriage on a road! A rare feeling of joy possessed
me. It has always seemed natural to me to be wherever I
happen to find myself, but I knew that though we had often
speculated as to what it would feel like to arrive at Kashgar,
at Peking it had seemed crazy even to think of such a thing
as possible. The success of our expedition will remain an
unrivalled experience so far as I am concerned. Asia is
unique, and I, who care most for old primitive countries, find
none of the other continents comparable to it.
Happiness is the intoxication produced by the moment of
poise between a satisfactory past and an immediate future
rich with promise.
There was going to be a perfect welcome in a friendly
house, a long month's holiday to be spent in the Himalayas—
and no worries just yet. Incapable of expressing the joy that
rose within me in any other fashion, I broke into the uncon-
trolled laughter of a high-spirited girl, and gave Peter a few
digs in the ribs with my elbow.
Below the massive walls of the Old Town where there were
little kitchen gardens, a handsome cavalier in raw tussore
clothes and a topee was coming forward to meet us. He
introduced himself and bade us welcome. His name was
Arthur Barlow and he was the Vice-Consul. We followed him
to a gateway crowned with the coat of arms that has Dieu
et man droit inscribed on it. We were at the British Consulate-
General. Himalayan mountaineers of the Hunza Company
stood on guard beside the laurels. I noticed that they had
ibex-heads as ornaments in their white caps.
The garden was a riot of flowers. Young ducks waddled
about on the English lawn. And then, the house! It was a
long house with a verandah, a cool hall, and well-polished
furniture; armchairs covered with chintz, books and
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